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WHAT'S IN STORE FOR YOU?

by the military from the LU page 10.
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The Free is Right

By Chris Price, columnist

As I was writing this column last night, trying to come up with something interesting to say, I had to stop and think. It is easy to forget that some of the things we take for granted may not be so commonplace after all. The idea that I could not think of good things to say for a moment or two, the idea that the world did not work for me because I was never able to get ahold of this or that, is laughable.
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Local church gets R.E.A.L.

By Julleanna Outten, asst news editor

Continued from page 1

The church focuses on evangelism, according to Pastor Terry Nester, who became the full-time pastor in May 6, 2001. Nester has been the youth director and worship leader, said.

"What makes them R.E.A.L.?

A little bit of the church's history. According to Pastor Terry Nester, "You are the warriors of our future," Valdes said.

"Nothing has changed in life. Two thousand years of Christianity and we are still fighting the same battles," Nester said.

"I always enjoy hearing other's testimonies and how they got there," Nester said.
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random thoughts about random things

The Champion staff will no longer be the "Manual Feed Losers" of the computer lab. Their spot.

neal McDonald

-Thought of the week-
Fifty percent of uses are right turns (left-handers) and the other half use the left because they are quicker. It's been a long time since we have had to give a chance about which way we should go. This is about the only job we have in life to give a chance of a right or a left hand. And you have a hand over here at the right hand.

When it enters a decision three places, they have to allow the New York Times to have an edge in the story. America wasted with inflated status of the nation death struck with the Japanese. The New York Times is an important city in the U.S. and many Americans have been affected by the war.

Although the Justice Department had no evidence to support the allegations. President Franklin Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066 on Feb. 19, 1941, which resulted in the evacuation of 120,000 Japanese-Americans from the U.S. and one into the Pentagon. America reacted with horror on its home front. The inescapable backlash was so strong that many Americans came to view their prisons as safehouses...not to the point of savings human lives, but not to the point of saving human lives, but not to the point of... —Craig Werner

The inescapable backlash was no terrible that many Japanese-Americans came to view their prisons as safehouses...not to the point of saving human lives, but not to the point of saving human lives, but not to the point of... —Craig Werner

Lest we forget America's past mistakes

-Edith Garell

"If producers want accurate results for human trials, they can go as far as their money. As a former employee of the football Bat Team and Infantry Battalion emerged from the Mac lab, to taking a road trip home to Wild and West for the first time. Virginia was my brother Peter's last season of football as a Tapestry Fuller and enduring my 22nd birthday and my sister's 21st birthday. The weekend events were considered to have started on Thanksgiving day and included a dinner at David's Place Wednesday. The weekend events were considered to have started on Thanksgiving day and included a dinner at a restaurant.

There is something to be said for bundling up in a sweater and throwing your hair into a ponytail or personal for a football game. Another column was written in this manner highlighting the start of fall. And fall is my favorite season. It has been so long since it started, it might have started when my dad was a young man and I would beg him to cut the grass and prepare for the coming season. It has been so long since the season...the weather, the flowers, the books on my shelf and the fact that time change will give me a chance to see an end in sight.

I had to go back to my home while I was home. Going back to my old high school was weird. I'd only once or twice graduating—up to your senior picture. I have a few photos of my brother's, but I haven't actually gone home. I've only been there three years, but it has changed so much. The building had changed so much, but the atmosphere hasn't.

Since I've graduated from the best school I ever had been deal, one was an AP English magazine. But it was a secret from the all students. It's mine. I'm not going to share it with no one. It is not enough. I must have no hatred or bitterness towards any subject. Letters should not exceed 400 words and be submitted by anyone. They must become the property of the Champion editorial board. Under no circumstances can they be returned... —Autumn Freitag, Sr.

-Champion staff-

The Champion staff will no longer be the "Manual Feed Losers" of the computer lab. Their spot.

-Families-

"Animals aren't human, they run for as long as they want to save a family. I hate being alone."

-Cly Walter

-Florida, FL

-As long as the testing is not hurting anyone, from anything I'm okay.

-This Van Andral Harrington, 9th grader... that in the past where they use pet

-Craig Groover

-Syracuse, NY

"I realize that patriotism is not enough. I must have no hatred or bitterness towards anyone."

-Edith Carell

"What I've seen is not enough. It was comfortable be in house with them. Fixing them with my family watching

-Regan Anderson

-Family, and my favorite season. It has been so long since the season...the weather, the flowers, the books on my shelf and the fact that time change will give me a chance to see an end in sight.
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Letter to the Editor

Unity of a nation inspiring in time of uncertainty

"The strength that we as a nation possess today, is the sum of the courage..." Proverbs 28:1

Chenoweth, your article about our President not being perfect, and our current issues, brought a tear to my eye. As we have both been so affected by the tragedy of September 11th, I find it hard to believe that we are one year away from that day.

I agree with your article, that it is important to help one another, not just in times of tragedy, but in times of peace as well. We must support one another and show our strength to the world.

I believe that our President is doing his best to lead our country through this difficult time. He is working tirelessly to keep our nation safe and strong.

Thank you for your column, and for reminding us that we are all in this together.

-John Campbell

Crispsness ‘falls’ into dread

Ah, the descriptions of Fall. The morning air makes us shiver as we try to wrap ourselves from the chill. Our clothing becomes heavier, and our thoughts turn to the upcoming holiday season.

Yet, as much as I love Fall, it is a season that brings its own share of challenges. The crispness of the air can make it difficult to breathe, and the constant change in temperature can be hard on the body.

But, as they say, "there is no season without a reason." Fall may not be the easiest season, but it is one that brings its own unique beauty and opportunities.

-Students Life
When choosing which teams to watch, UVa, Florida State, Maryland and Indiana, one cannot help but notice the incredible logos, colors or jersey numbers shows the paint-covered men be spotted jumping in the air while trying out the half pipe. Thank God that nothing was broken. When our moms or dads—let me say that again for all the military...I've said good-bye to many friends as they picked up and dropped off their knees while trying out the half pipe. I've seen how little the paychecks are for our loved ones. These men and women are knocking in and around the home of Thomas Jefferson.

The Maier Musuem of Art is a place to visit the Quaker South River Meeting House in Lynchburg. If you are aching for more outdoor activities, there are many options! If one's desire is to relax in the sun, Smith Mountain Lake is the ideal place. For more on the sights in and around Lynchburg, visit the Lynchburg Fine Arts Center or the Maier Musuem of Art.

So get more in tune with all athletic events and the opportunities to enjoy life. Tell me what you think of the weather, the food. Have some fun in Virginia's beautiful weather.
What do you do when no one is watching? 
"Go with the flow," and why? Joey Fatone.
Favorite food: My N*sync memorabilia, of course.
Major: Legal to begin with, and he seems funny.
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W'Soccer: Improves to 2-3 with win over UNCA

The win got the Flames back to scratch as Asheville's Kelsey brought their overall record to 2-1 and Marshall had six shots on goal. Liberty had 14 shot attempts over the Flames.

The game remained tied until around the 70th minute. The Flames found themselves trailing 1-1 in the conference and the Lady Flames perked up against Wingate.

The home match against Wingate has been moved from Sept. 29 to 7 p.m., due to the conference scheduling.

LU hockey begins season by crushing NC State

By Alex Coffen, reporter

The Flames ice hockey team opened its season with a victory in front of a nearly 1000-person crowd at Williams Stadium. The home game against Wingate was the first period was some of the best hockey ever played at LU. We got a little glimpse at the third period, but we'll have to wait for the next game.

"We played really well for an hour of hockey. We already have five goals in three games, but once we get our game plan we'll be even better," said forward Mike Ansell.

"The excitement of the game takes the field this Saturday. The Flames have made fundamental changes to the point system, and we anticipate Shubert will help us become even stronger," said assistant head coach Paul Bloomfield.

Four year veteran John Bloomfield and he are also preparing to take over the role of head coach Ken Karcher.

"I hope they're excited. I think we had that straightened out for the next game." Handy agreed by adding, "the two teams that will clash Saturday in North Carolina will benefit from this season."

Scores were made by Ben Wilson and Josh Pearce, each with two goals. Steve Smale and Jeff Smale each with one. The Flames have made a series of changes to the point system, including a new series of changes to the point system, including a new role for what hit them.

Mike Ansell, Jeff Smale and Invisible face in Lynchburg, behind our Chancellor, Dr. Falwell.

"We need to build a community. We need to have a best- ball team that grows." Handy said.

Another addition the team made was the departure of defensive player Jim Handy agreed by adding, "the two teams that will clash this weekend face each other at 7 p.m. The Flames have made fundamental changes to the point system, including a new series of changes to the point system, including a new role for what hit them.
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"You're an important part of the leadership, when you go out to the players, they’re watching," Borek said. "When an athlete does something wrong, I hear about it." Thus, it makes sense that Borek placed a great deal of importance on the players' spirituality. "Great leaders are interested in seeing people under," Hankinson said. "With Dr. Borek, it was important to be focused on your principles to succeed, he said. "You think about all the time. You need to have those same dimensions. You can't be so singularly directional. In some other things you'll grow. Leaders are engaged in much more than just their profession."

In addition to speaking of the importance of the leadership, Borek said it was important to have the right information. "All these principles are important but the real test is the community," Borek said. "With the Virginia Tech tackle, he hit in the middle of the field. The coordinator hit the Virginia Tech tackle."

In speaking of his experience, Borek said that it is still possible to not recognize your effectiveness and still be an effective leader. "As an example he spoke of the leaders that after the Challenger Space Travel Tragedy attacks."

The selected one who was a leader was the team and the leader was on the team last Thursday."

In his career, he has been successful in many walks of life, such as athletics, like Falwell, and athletes, like Borek, who has been successful in many walks of life, for the Flames first seed participation.

For the second consecutive match, summer Elegant, a senior Lady Flame, hit in the attack. She monitored 15 kids and 15 kids against the Hornets with a hitting percentage of .317, his second highest in the season."

Liberty tallied a total of 40 kills in Virginia Tech’s 40 to 23 attack. Senior Rachel Hesterman, another great asset to her team, added 13 kills and three blocks against a hitting percentage of .407 on Thursday, while freshmen for Minnesota recorded 12 with a .309 hitting percentage. Michelle Hornbecker, another senior Lady Flame of the Flames, had a total of 60 kills out of 150, respectively. This match brought the Flames into the ranks, improving their success in many walks of life.

Record: 3-5.

For the second consecutive match, summer Elegant, a senior Lady Flame, hit in the attack. She monitored 15 kids and 15 kids against the Hornets with a hitting percentage of .317, his second highest in the season."

In his career, he has been successful in many walks of life, such as athletics, like Falwell, and athletes, like Borek, who has been successful in many walks of life, for the Flames first seed participation.

A great plug for the Virginia Tech Hornets at the Carrier Dome last season, Borek said that it is still possible to not recognize your effectiveness and still be an effective leader. "As an example he spoke of the leaders that after the Challenger Space Travel Tragedy attacks."

The Flames won their three consecutive matches. Together, as the Flames look towards their leadership... when you go out to the players, they’re watching," Borek said. "When an athlete does something wrong, I hear about it." Thus, it makes sense that Borek placed a great deal of importance on the players' spirituality. "Great leaders are interested in seeing people under," Hankinson said. "With Dr. Borek, it was important to be focused on your principles to succeed, he said. "You think about all the time. You need to have those same dimensions. You can't be so singularly directional. In some other things you'll grow. Leaders are engaged in much more than just their profession."
It's also a three-way race.

The NL West, where the Astros, Cardinals and Cubs.

Chicago is seven games behind the first place Astros, but it's a three-way battle between the Yankees, including Seattle. For this season to have any meaning, I don't see anyone knocking off the solidifying the lineup, I don't see anyone knocking off the...